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EDITORIAL

Dear customers, dear friends,
You hold in your hands the first edition of our magazine, which recounts a year full of emotions
and all kinds of changes. New brands, innovative projects… Throughout these pages, you will
discover current jewellery and watch trends, the latest models by prestigious watchmakers,
and the many facets of the extraordinary worlds of fine goldsmithing and fine watchmaking.
Mechanical movements, new complications, high-tech features... Take a look behind the scenes
of these constantly evolving domains, the best-kept secrets of which we will reveal to you.
You will also discover our jewellery creations, which mix boldness, knowhow and originality.
Lastly, in tune with the culinary happenings and must-visit destinations of our beautiful region,
we will also suggest a series of top spots to indulge your senses and recharge your batteries.
Enjoy your reading, and see you soon at our Rydbergs Ur shop.
The Rydbergs Family.
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SHOP

RYDBERGS UR
SINCE 1904

FOUNDED BY
WATCHMAKER ANDERS
RYDBERG IN 1904,
TODAY THE BUSINESS
IS MANAGED BY THE
THIRD AND FOURTH
GENERATION OF
ENTHUSIASTS FOR
WHOM, MORE THAN
A PROFESSION,
WATCHMAKING IS TRULY
A FAMILY AFFAIR.

S

tarted in the city center of Helsingborg,
Rydbergs Ur opened up a second store
at Väla shopping center in 1977, where it
enjoyed a spectacular growth. More than a century
of expertise has undoubtedly forged a keen sense
of aesthetics and precision resulting in a masterful
combination of innovation and tradition in an
exceptionally contemporary setting showcasing
top watch and jewellery brands.
Today Angela, Mikaela, Ilona & Anders Rydberg
proudly present one of the largest selections
of watches in Sweden. Presenting Swiss luxury
brands such as IWC, OMEGA, Breitling, TAG
Heuer, Oris, Longines, Rado etc... Rydbergs Ur
employs 12 people and was named “Watch store
of the Year” by the GULF (the Association of
Goldsmiths and Watch Suppliers). An extensive
array of prestigious companies have placed their
trust in the boutique to showcase the marvellous
features of their extraordinary timepieces.
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Jewellery workshop
In terms of jewellry, a selection of Les Paves, Classic, Georg Jensen and
Rydbergs Selection is offered to properly celebrate life´s most precious
moments. You can also choose to have a custom engagement or wedding
ring made out of platinum, 18-karat gold, titanium or carbon. It is also
possible to redesign a ring so that it perfectly suits the one your heart

has chosen. We provide superior knowhow, rare quality diamonds,
engraving and one-year insurance, along with a GIA certificate for
bigger diamonds.
Top sales representatives are there to help you choose the perfect ring or
timepiece. The watchmaker certified by Swiss WOSTEP does repairs in
store Monday to Friday.

A luxury setting.

Marknadsvägen 9,
Helsingborg-Väla, Sweden

www.rydbergsur.se
www.instagram.com/rydbergsur/
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OMEGA

SPEEDMASTER “SILVER SNOOPY AWARD”
50TH ANNIVERSARY: SNOOPY
CELEBRATES HALF A CENTURY
IN SPACE ORBIT

A

special timepiece has
been created 50 years
later to celebrate the
anniversary of the highest
honour awarded by NASA
to one of its suppliers. To
accurately represent the iconic
style of the Speedmaster,
OMEGA is offering a
42 mm case in stainless steel
inspired by the legendary
4th generation chronograph
(famous for being the first
watch to be worn on the
Moon).
The symbol Ag925 is laserengraved on the dial, which
features an embossed silver
medallion of the beloved
beagle on the blue counter at
9 o’clock. He is wearing his
famous spacesuit, exactly as
depicted on the Silver Snoopy
Award pin.
The legendary tachymeter
scale in white enamel on a blue ceramic [ZrO2] bezel ring includes a
nod to the history of the Speedmaster with a dot over the numeral 90.
The colour scheme continues on the silver dial with blue PVD angled
hour markers and hands.
Meanwhile, the NAIAD LOCK system ensures that all case back
engravings remain in an upright position, including the tributes to
Apollo 13 and to the Silver Snoopy Award. OMEGA received the award
seven months after the Speedmaster
helped save the crew of Apollo 13.
The lining of the blue nylon fabric
strap matching the other blue elements
IN 1970, THE ASTRONAUTS AT NASA GAVE
on the watch depicts the trajectory of
OMEGA THE “SILVER SNOOPY AWARD”, A PRIZE
the Apollo 13 mission, including the
THAT SIGNIFIED THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD’S
famous slingshot around the far side of
the Moon.
RECOGNITION OF THE BRAND’S CONTRIBUTIONS
Snoopy appears on the case back inside
TO THE AREA OF SPACE EXPLORATION AND, IN
his Command and Service Module
(CSM) on a magical hand. While the
PARTICULAR, OF THE SPEEDMASTER’S ROLE IN
chronograph seconds hand is running,
SAVING APOLLO 13.
Snoopy takes a trip around the far side
of the Moon, which is represented on the
8 | RYDBERGS UR

NASA’s mascot Snoopy has been bringing luck to
astronauts for more than half a century. Representing
the total success of missions, he keeps things light even
in very serious situations. Since 1968, the Silver Snoopy
Award has been awarded to people or companies that
have significantly contributed to “the success of human
space flight missions”.

“ I carried two OMEGAs in space. One on Mission Elapsed Time
and one on Houston time.” Thomas Stafford

sapphire crystal using a unique micro-structured metallisation
technique. The Earth is also depicted on a disc that rotates once
per minute in sync with the watch’s small seconds hand.
The timepiece is powered by OMEGA Co-Axial Master
Chronometer 3861, the latest version of the famous Moonwatch
movement. It took four years to develop a calibre able to achieve
Master Chronometer certification while maintaining the
dimensions of the previous Moonwatch movement, calibre 1861.
RYDBERGS UR | 9
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Family picture

TAG HEUER

THE CARRERA FAMILY IS GROWING
WITH THE CARRERA SPORT AND
CARRERA CHRONOGRAPH COLLECTIONS

Sophistication,
elegance and readability
are what define the
new TAG Heuer
Carrera chronographs.
Rarely do aesthetics
and functionality
so flawlessly come
together.

TAG Heuer Carrera
CBN2010.BA0642

TO CELEBRATE ITS
160TH ANNIVERSARY,
THE SWISS
WATCHMAKER
IS REVISITING ITS
ICONIC TAG HEUER
CARRERA, THE
QUINTESSENTIAL
DRIVER’S WATCH,
AND OFFERING A
NEW COLLECTION
OF SPORTY
CHRONOGRAPHS
THAT DRAW ON THEIR
ROOTS WHILE BEING
FIRMLY ANCHORED
IN THE PRESENT.

F

ollowing two limited edition anniversary models, namely the TAG Heuer Carrera Heuer 02
160 Years Limited Edition and the TAG Heuer Carrera 160 Years Montreal Limited Edition,
four new Carrera Sport models are joining this timeless collection along with four other
chronographs in September and two special editions by the end of the year. The quintessential
racing chronograph since 1963, the TAG Heuer Carrera has been revamped once again in a series
of models that are both modern and timeless. These new models, which are characterised by their
extraordinary timekeeping functions and their racing elegance, mark the start to a new era for
this legendary model. The unique history of this collection inspired by the world’s most dangerous
motor race, the Carrera Panamericana, is subtly expressed in the outstanding design of today’s
models. The brand sought to create an understated chronograph with pure lines and perfect
proportions, optimal characteristics for drivers who need to be able to read the time at a glance in
the midst of a race.

Carrera Sport: A vibrant tribute
Decades later, these new versions continue to embody a true “race-car dashboard for the wrist”,
designed to meet the technical demands of the world’s drivers and to reflect their style. The lugs
have been shortened for enhanced comfort while the 44 mm stainless steel case alternates polished
and brushed finishes to make the watch appear slimmer and sleeker. Moreover, the integration
of the glass and the discreet bevelling adds a touch of additional elegance. The dial of the new
TAG Heuer Carrera features a circular brushed finish and comes in deep blue with a matching
ceramic bezel, in khaki green with a stainless steel bezel or in one of two black versions, each with
a discreet black ceramic bezel. The bevelled flange and the indexes slanting towards the centre of
the dial draw the wearer’s eye to the time, allowing it to be read at a glance. The three sub-dials are
perfectly legible, as is the date window at 6 o’clock. The hour counter at 9 o’clock now displays the
numerals 12, 4 and 8 and forms a lovely counterbalance to the minute counter at 3 o’clock. Lastly,
the new H-shaped bracelet is thinner and hence lighter and more ergonomic. The redesigned
models are powered by the Calibre Heuer 02, which can be seen through the transparent case back.
This remarkable watchmaking innovation is entirely Swiss made at TAG Heuer’s production facility
in Chevenez. The in-house automatic movement is comprised of 168 components, including a
column wheel and a vertical clutch –hallmarks of exceptional haute horlogerie movements–, and
boasts an impressive 80-hour power reserve.
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WAT C H C LO S E - U P

Polished and fine-brushed stainless steel case
water-resistant to 100 metres.

Blue sunray-brushed dial.

9 o’clock: blue “azurage”
hour chronograph counter.

Permanent seconds indicator at 6 o’clock.
Date display at 6 o’clock.

Stainless steel H-shaped bracelet closed with a
folding clasp with double safety push buttons.
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TAG HEUER
CARRERA
CHRONOGRAPH 42 MM
CALIBRE HEUER 02
AUTOMATIC
Round stainless steel
push button at 2 o’clock.
3 o’clock: blue “azurage”
minute chronograph counter.
Polished stainless steel
standard crown at 3 o’clock.

Round stainless steel push
button at 4 o’clock.

THE TAG HEUER CARRERA
COLLECTION WELCOMES
ANOTHER ADDITION.
THE ICONIC CHRONOGRAPH
FEATURES AN ELEGANT
DESIGN REMINISCENT
OF HISTORIC MODELS
WITH A TOUCH OF
MODERN FLAIR. THESE
FOUR CHRONOGRAPHS,
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, BLUE,
ANTHRACITE AND SILVER,
HAVE A REFINED AND
MODERN LOOK INSPIRED
BY THE PURE STYLE THAT
FIRST MADE THE TAG HEUER
CARRERA ICONIC. THE
BEATING HEART OF THIS
TIMELESS CLASSIC IS
THE BRAND’S PROPRIETARY
MOVEMENT, THE CALIBRE
HEUER 02.

IN THE AIR

SJÖÖ SANDSTRÖM
UTC Skydiver

TAKES ON THE SKIES

“We are authentic, we are local and we enjoy
a close relationship with our customers.
When you bring your watch in to be serviced,
you can actually meet the same craftsman who
made your watch.”
Felix Formark,
Sjöö Sandström’s managing director.
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CREATED IN STOCKHOLM IN 1986 BY CHRISTER SJÖÖ AND MIKAEL
SANDSTRÖM, TWO ENGINEERS PASSIONATE ABOUT WATCHES, THE SWEDISH
MANUFACTURER HAS PROVEN TO BE A WORTHY HEIR OF VICTOR KULLBERG,
A PIONEER OF MICRO-MECHANICS WHO IN THE 19TH CENTURY LAID THE
FOUNDATIONS OF THE AUTOMATIC WATCH BY DESIGNING THE FIRST
KEYLESS LEVER POCKET WATCH.
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JAS 39 Gripen

Cockpit
JAS 39 Gripen

T

he Swedish brand quickly earned a name for itself in the elongated country and beyond,
to the extent of becoming the official supplier of the Swedish Air Force and Navy, while
upholding the codes of Nordic design in its creations.

Sjöö Sandström UTC Skydiver
Handcrafted for and in collaboration with Swedish fighter pilots, the UTC Skydiver was developed
to meet strict military requirements based on high-flying conditions and 35 specific demands
made by pilots. It thus works perfectly even at the speed of sound.
Hours, minutes and seconds are shown digitally and analogically on the black dial, resulting in
excellent legibility in all conditions, legibility that is further enhanced by the Super-LumiNova®
coating on the hour markers, Arabic numerals and hands. The piece is driven by an SS G5
electronic movement.
Perpetual calendar, alarm device, GMT function, unidirectional rotating bezel to measure elapsed
diving time… This timepiece with its sporty elegance will accompany the wearer in the air, on land
and under water thanks to its impressive round stainless steel and black DLC case that measures
44.2 mm in diameter and is water resistant to 100 metres. It is paired with a black rubber strap that
reaffirms the extraordinary character of this incredibly performing model.

UTC Skydiver

O’C LO C K

TIMELESS AND AGELESS,
BLACK HAS BECOME A MAINSTAY
IN OUR WARDROBES WITH
ITS DEEP UNISEX CHARACTER
AND ITS ABILITY TO GO WITH
ALL OTHER COLOURS.

THE DARK
HOURS

The Longines Master Collection Black “barleycorn” dial
This timepiece features a round 44 mm case fitted with a
transparent case back that reveals the grace of its mechanical
self-winding movement, which beats at 28,800 vibrations per
hour and builds up a power reserve of 54 hours. It comes with
a black “barleycorn” dial with three sub-dials: central seconds
hand, 30-minute counter at 3 o’clock, 12-hour counter at 6
o’clock, date window at 4:30.

IWC Pilot’s Watch Automatic Spitfire Stainless
Steel – Black
The new IWC-manufacture 32110 calibre is what
powers this watch that remains true to the clean
design of the famous Mark 11 navigation watch
created in 1948 for the British Royal Air Force.
Its self-winding movement has bidirectional
pawl-winding that builds up a power reserve of 72
hours. The 39 mm case in stainless steel, the black
dial and the brown calfskin strap recall the colours
found in the Spitfire’s cockpit.

Omega Speedmaster Moonwatch Chronograph Black Ceramic
This 44.25 mm model in black ceramic sports an ALINGHI logo in
red varnish on the stop/start pusher. The watch has a tachymeter
scale coated in Super-LumiNova and is set on a perforated black
rubber strap with a red rubber interior. The Calibre 1865, which is
visible through the skeletonised dial, has been laser-ablated with a
honeycomb effect on the mainplate and barrel bridge, while a black
carbon pattern is found on all other bridges. All of these details are
inspired by the hull of the ALINGHI TF35 catamaran.

Breitling Chronomat B01 42, Stainless Steel
- Black
This model, a stylish celebration of the
brand’s centenary, is available in a range of
black, blue silver and copper dials. This black
version has a reverse “panda” dial evoking the
world of motor racing from the 1960s and
70s. In celebration of 100 years, it remains
true to its roots, in particular thanks to the
hand-winding movement housed in its 42
mm case.

Breitling Premier Automatic Day & Date
Stainless Steel - Black
Designed by Willy Breitling in the 1940s,
the Premier abounds in elegant details with
a good dose of retro-modern accents. This
reinterpretation sports a black dial that
comes either with a matching strap or with
a choice of alligator or nubuck calfskin
straps with a pin or folding buckle. The
piece is powered by Breitling Calibre 45, a
COSC-certified chronometer.
R Y D B E R G S U R | 19

Oris 57th Reno Air Races Limited Edition Black Dial
This 1000-piece limited edition has a case measuring 41 mm
in diameter that houses a black dial featuring centre hands
for hours, minutes, seconds and 24 hours, date window,
instantaneous date, date and 24 hour corrector, fine timing
device and stop-second. It is driven by a self-winding movement
with a 42-hour power reserve. The piece is attached to a black
textile strap with a grey PVD-plated stainless steel folding
buckle that pairs perfectly with the rest of the watch.

Tissot PR 100 Sport Gent Chronograph Black Dial
Combining a timeless design with sporty elegance, this
chronograph houses an ETA G10.212 quartz movement
contained within a case measuring 42 mm in diameter. Its
black dial has three sub-dials, a date window and central hour,
minute and seconds hands, all of which are protected by a
scratchproof sapphire crystal. The watch is set on a brown
leather strap with white stitching that contrasts nicely with the
look of the dial and gives the piece a retro air.

Tissot Supersport Chrono PVD Black
The Tissot Supersport Chrono’s straight-lined lugs and
imposing 45.5 mm case give the piece a strong personality.
The black dial’s SuperLuminova®-coated indexes and
asymmetric appliques create a powerful 3D effect while
enhancing readability in the dark. The hand-sewn vintage
leather strap perfectly complements the piece, giving it a
sporty, on-trend look. The watch is powered by a Swiss-made
quartz movement and is a great accessory for modern-day
gentlemen.
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KNOWHOW

IWC

TAKES OFF WITH THE PORTUGIESER
PERPETUAL CALENDAR

IN THE LATE 1930S, TWO
PORTUGUESE MERCHANTS
ORDERED WRISTWATCHES
FROM IWC INTERNATIONAL
WATCH CO., SPECIFYING
THAT THEY HAD TO BE
AS PRECISE AS A MARINE
CHRONOMETER. AT THE
TIME, THIS ORDER COULD
ONLY BE FILLED BY USING
A VOLUMINOUS POCKET
WATCH MOVEMENT.
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IWC Portugieser
Perpetual Calendar

A

constantly reinvented classic
As a result, the watchmakers at IWC
put a “hunter” movement, calibre
74, which already had the winding crown
on the right, in a wristwatch case. When the
first “large wristwatch” made its appearance,
it was ahead of its time, both technically and
aesthetically. It was technically excellent,
because the larger balance found in pocket
watches set a new standard for precision in
wristwatches. It was unique on an aesthetic
level, because at the time, the public
sought Art Deco style wristwatches that
were as dainty and rectangular as possible.
Today, nearly 80 years and countless watch
masterpieces later, the Portugieser models are

among IWC’s most coveted pieces. No other
family of watches brings together so many
manufacturing skills. Featuring simple Arabic
numerals, a railway-track chapter ring and a
balanced dial, its timeless and unique design
has made it an icon of the art of watchmaking.
Grande Complication, Tourbillon HandWound… The collection has been growing
year after year to accommodate ever-moreinnovative models. This is the case of the
Portugieser Perpetual Calendar, a calendar
that only requires correction once every 577.5
years!

168-hour power reserve… This marvel of
watchmaking is powered by a movement
from the in-house IWC 52000 calibre family
with an oscillating weight in solid red gold
complemented by blued screws. It displays
the date, the day of the week, the month,
the year in four digits, the moon phase and
the power reserve as well as small seconds.
Its round red gold case measuring an ample
44.20 mm in diameter houses a silvered dial
with an arched edge protected by an antireflective sapphire glass. The watch is set on a
dark brown alligator strap.

Extraordinary performance
A total of 383 components, 54 jewels,
R Y D B E R G S U R | 23

GOURMET

SEAWEED
ON YOUR PLATE
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Wakame Salad

CONSUMED FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS
IN ASIA, SEAWEED IS SLOWLY MAKING ITS
WAY ONTO EUROPEAN MENUS. WAKAME,
ROYAL KOMBU, SPIRULINA… SEAWEED
ENTICES WITH ITS EXTRAORDINARY
NUTRITIONAL POTENTIAL THAT COMBINES
PHYTOETHERAPY AND GASTRONOMY
TO THE DELIGHT OF GOURMETS AND
ATHLETES ALIKE. A QUICK OVERVIEW.

W

akame, the seaweed for expectant mothers
This brown seaweed has high levels of vitamin B9, calcium and iron,
all of which are beneficial nutrients during pregnancy. It must be
consumed with moderation, however, as too much iodine can harm the foetus.
How to cook wakame: Sliced in miso soups, blanched in salads.
Chef ’s tip: In the form of flakes, you can sprinkle it on cold dishes with vinegar or
lemon juice.
Royal Kombu, a slimming ally
Used in many Chinese and Japanese dishes, Kombu, like most seaweed, is noted for
its high iodine content. Its chemical composition rich in calorie-free natural sugars
makes it a good choice for diabetics and those on a diet. Moreover, its high fibre
content satiates the appetite and aids in digestion.
How to cook Royal Kombu: Firm and almost crunchy, Kombu can be eaten in salads,
with rice or potatoes, or as a wrap for meat and fish. It is also a flavour enhancer,
with its glutamate and sodium enhancing the natural flavour of any dish.
Chef ’s tip: You can blanch it for several minutes in boiling water to reduce the iodine
content.
Sea lettuce, a stress-relieving snack
Rich in calcium (it contains thirty times as much as milk), ulva lactusa is excellent
for when you’re feeling fatigued. It helps alleviate anxiety and effectively relieves
muscle cramps.
How to cook sea lettuce: It is eaten raw or cooked like wakame. It can be thinly sliced
and served with fish.
Chef ’s tip: To make it easier to chew, use it in stews.
Spirulina, rich in protein
Rich in beta-carotene, iron, phosphorous, magnesium, zinc..., this microalgae is
usually grown in fresh water and is ideal in cases of deficiencies. A good option for
vegans and vegetarians, it contains up to 70% protein.
How to cook spirulina: In powder, sticks or flakes, it can be added to soups, salads
and juices.
Chef ’s tip: Unlike macroalgae, spirulina is not a culinary algae and may not be to the
liking of some. If that’s the case, take it as a dietary supplement.

With its small islands, granite rocks sculpted by the waves and fishing villages,
Sweden’s west coast is full of lovely spots. Specialised companies like Catxalot
offer workshops and activities related to seaweed, this nutrient-rich marine plant.
Harvesting, which is both easy and safe, begins in spring and is a great activity
for children.
Catxalot AB, Gata 23, 457 95 Grebbestad |info@catxalot.se
+46 (0)70-914 72 99
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RADO CAPTAIN COOK
BRONZE AUTOMATIC
AN INVITATION TO SET OFF FOR MODERN-DAY
EXPLORERS
26 | R Y D B E R G S U R

With its vintage details, its
true-to-the-original style
and its modern functions,
the Captain Cook is built
to stand the test of time.

Cook’s Islands.

PRODUCED BETWEEN 1962 AND
1968, AND SOUGHT-AFTER AT
THE TIME BY COLLECTORS
FOR ITS INWARD SLOPING
BEZEL, THE CAPTAIN COOK IS
RETURNING TO THE SCENE IN A
BRONZE CASE FOR A PERFECT
COMBINATION OF OLDER AND
MODERN MATERIALS.

A

n original look from 1962 is brought to life in a new and improved
form for the 21st century. The case has been increased from 37 to 42
mm, while its water resistance allows wearers to descend to a depth
of 300 metres versus the 100 metres allowed by its predecessor. Its bronze
case stands out as a discreet tribute to the early days of scuba diving, as this
material was used to make the very first diving suits. The dial continues to bear
the arrow- and sword-shaped hands characteristic of the collection. A further
nod to the original model is the three-seahorse motif found on the case back
of the diving watch. The brand, which specialises in ceramic materials with
exceptional technical and aesthetic properties, has opted to modernise some
of the elements. Indeed, the unidirectional rotating bezel in bronze is thus
fitted with a high-tech ceramic insert. In addition, the green dial (which is also
available in blue and brown) is protected by an anti-reflective scratch-resistant
sapphire glass that allows you to admire the passage of time and the window at
3 o’clock showing the date printed in red. The watch is driven by a self-winding
movement that builds up a generous power reserve up to 80 hours. The watch
comes with an attractive green leather strap with white stitching that goes
perfectly with the bronze case and green dial.

W H AT ’S N E W

MARQ COLLECTION
SPORTS TIME BY GARMIN
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FEATURING PREMIUM
MATERIALS AND HIGH
TECHNOLOGICAL
PERFORMANCE, HERE IS A
LOOK AT THE LEADER IN
SPORTS WATCHES,
THE MARQ COLLECTION.

W

atches designed by and for sports lovers
Garmin is on a level of its own with its
tool watches intended to meet the needs of
innovation-driven athletes. From aviation to motorsports to
golf, sports are at the heart of these timepieces that reinvent
the codes of sports watches.
“For the past 30 years, we’ve created products that have
fuelled people’s passions. And now, we have re-imagined the
tool watch with MARQ, a series of extraordinary connected
instruments, authentic in every detail, an inspiration for new
adventures”, says Dan Bartel, vice president of Garmin.
MARQ Aviator, Driver, Captain, Expedition and Athlete
Built with superior materials, each model guarantees
extraordinary performance combined with outstanding
resistance. Titanium case, domed sapphire crystal… The
unique features of these models reflect the values of excellence
and perfection in the worlds of sports and watchmaking.
All the watches in the MARQ collection incorporate the
latest Garmin developments. With functions ranging from
compatible high-performance GPS to a pulse oximeter, the
collection adapts to the sporty nature of many activities.
Moreover, Premium features allow for music storage,
wireless payment with Garmin Pay™ and advanced fitness
tracking. As for charging, MARQ watches have a battery life
of 28 hours in GPS mode and of 48 hours in UltraTrac mode.
Moreover, in smartwatch mode, the battery life is up to 12
days.
MARQ Performance Edition
The new MARQ® Performance Edition range confirms the
brand’s place in the high-end watch market by combining
reliability, comfort and elegance. Moreover, quality and
technical requirements continue to be pivotal. The MARQ
Driver and the MARQ Aviator are now available with a
new titanium bracelet. Meanwhile, the MARQ Athlete
Performance Edition has been enhanced with an external
heart rate monitor (HRM) and the MARQ Adventurer has
been enhanced with a tempe™ sensor.

Family picture: from left to right:
Garmin MARQ Driver, Aviator, Athlete,
Expedition, Captain.
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O’C LO C K

RE-ISSUES OF ICONIC
WATCHES, COMPLICATIONS
FROM YESTERYEAR... DRAWING
STRONGLY ON HISTORIC
ANECDOTES AND CLASSIC DESIGN
CODES, NEO-VINTAGE IS ON THE
RISE. A JOURNEY IN NOSTALGIA.

NEO-VINTAGE
WATCHES

IWC Portofino Automatic
This red gold model with a
silver dial and a dark brown
alligator strap is particularly
elegant with its evenly rounded
sides that make the 40 mm
stainless steel case appear even
slimmer. It is driven by the
tried-and-tested automatic
mechanical 35111 calibre.
Meanwhile, an engraving of the
Portofino harbour adorns the
case back.

Breitling Chronomat B01 42 Stainless Steel
& 18k Red Gold - Anthracite
By launching it in 1984, a time when extrathin quartz timepieces were the order of
the day, Breitling went out on a limb with
an impressively sized mechanical watch.
The Chronomat has a 42 mm case and an
iconic four-tab bezel. It is paired with the
“Rouleaux” bracelet and powered by the
in-house Breitling Manufacture Caliber 01, a
COSC-certified chronometer.

The Longines Master Collection
This 42 mm stainless steel chronograph is
driven by self-winding mechanical movement
L696 which beats at 28,800 vibrations
per hour and builds up a 46-hour power
reserve. Its silver dial features an attractive
“barleycorn” design and displays hours,
minutes, seconds at 9 o’clock and the date
at 4:30. Its chronograph mechanism has a
central seconds hand, a 30-minute counter at
3 o’clock and a 12-hour counter at 6 o’clock.

OMEGA Moonwatch Chronograph
First released in 1959, the original
OMEGA CK 2998 has gone on to
become one of the world’s most
iconic vintage Speedmasters. Today,
this great classic is inspiring a new
model. Its 39.7 mm stainless steel
case holds a sandblasted silver dial
featuring a black minute track, a
varnished red chronograph seconds
hand and three black sub-dials. The
watch comes with a black ceramic
bezel enhanced by a white enamel
pulsometer scale and is powered by
OMEGA Calibre 1861.

SJÖÖ SANDSTRÖM Royal Steel Classic
This unisex watch exuding a timeless classic
look is equipped with automatic movement
calibre SS G7 housed in a 42 mm case.
The timepiece sports a black dial with rose
gold hour markers and a date window. Its
transparent case back allows the owner to
observe the micromechanics at work. The
piece is finished off with a black alligator strap
that matches the colour of the dial.
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THE ASTRON FAMILY

IS EXPANDING WITH THE NEW SEIKO ASTRON
GREEN X GOLD LIMITED EDITION GPS SOLAR
TITANIUM WATCH

Seiko Astron SSH071J1

THE HISTORY OF
SEIKO BEGAN IN 1881
WHEN 22-YEAROLD ENTREPRENEUR
KINTARO HATTORI
OPENED HIS CLOCK
REPAIR SHOP IN
TOKYO. DETERMINED
TO ENSURE THAT
SEIKO IS ALWAYS
“ONE STEP AHEAD
OF THE REST”,
HE FOUNDED THE
“SEIKOSHA” FACTORY
11 YEARS LATER AND
MADE THE FIRST
MECHANICAL WATCH
IN THE LAND OF THE
RISING SUN. FIFTYSIX YEARS LATER,
SEIKO INVENTED THE
QUARTZ WATCH.

T

he first television watch, the first
watch driven by triband radio
waves, the first watch specifically
designed for spacewalking... The company is
distinguished by its impressive track record
with the clearly stated aim of competing with
major Swiss brands.
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The Seiko Astron collection is no exception to the rule, opening up a
new era in watchmaking technology, given that, since it is powered by
solar energy, the battery never needs to be replaced. Yet the company is
going even further in its quest for perfection with the new Seiko Astron
Green X Gold Limited Edition GPS Solar Titanium Watch, the world’s
first GPS solar timepiece. The Astron connects to the GPS network at
the touch of a button to adjust to your time zone.
Power reserve indicator, date window, perpetual calendar until
February 2100, DST (Daylight Saving Time), reception result display,
satellite acquisition status display, automatic hand position alignment
function, overcharge prevention function, dual time display, world
time (39 time zones), power save function… This new model combines
superior watchmaking with superior technology in its 42.8 mm
stainless steel case. Its green dial is fitted with a sapphire crystal with
super-clear coating, thus ensuring unmatched resistance to scratches
and shocks. In the centre, two silver hands reliably point to the hours

and minutes. Meanwhile, the hour markers are coated in LumiBrite
luminescent treatment to make it easier to read the time in dark places.
The passing of seconds are indicated by a longer sweep seconds hand in
yellow. Two black sub-dials are positioned at 9 and 3 o’clock, the first of
which is multi-function while the second indicates the day of the week.
Meanwhile, there is a third counter located at 6 o’clock framed in yellow
to match to seconds hand that indicates the second time zone. There is
also a date window between 4 and 5 o’clock.
The time can be set as desired using a notched crown at 3 o’clock,
which is flanked by push-buttons at 2 and 4 o’clock used to adjust the
model’s many functions. Lastly, the screw-down case back on this 2000unit limited edition ensures the water resistance to 200 metres of this
timepiece powered by calibre 5X53.
The Astron collection propels Seiko to the forefront with the world’s
very first GPS solar watch.

Tokyo © Erik Eastman
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An ideal companion on
everyday adventures, whether
at the office, on a bike ride or
for a weekend in the country,
the FieldForce Sport Chrono
is distinguished by its bold
design, high readability and
excellent build, which are
perfectly in sync with today’s
men’s active lifestyle.

FieldForce Sport Chrono Ref. V241893
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VICTORINOX

FIELDFORCE SPORT CHRONO:
SPORTY. COLOURFUL. ICONIC.
MAKER OF THE LEGENDARY SWISS ARMY KNIFE,
VICTORINOX HAS BEEN PRODUCING WATCHES
SINCE 1996 AND CONTINUES TO SHINE WITH
ITS CREATIONS THAT ARE BOTH RELIABLE AND
VERSATILE. THIS IS THE CASE OF THE FIELDFORCE
SPORT CHRONO!

A

n ideal companion on everyday adventures,
whether at the office, on a bike ride or for a
weekend in the country, its bold design, high
readability and excellent build are perfectly in sync with
today’s men’s active lifestyle.
It is powered by a Swiss-made analogue quartz movement
contained in a 42 mm stainless steel case and features
hour and minute hands, a sweep seconds hand whose
counterweight is shaped like a Swiss Army Knife as
well as chronograph functions and a tachymeter scale.
These black-dialled watches with distinctive numerals
in white or red set on black or orange rubber straps or
black PVD stainless steel bracelets are a combination of
excellent performance and playful elements, offering
the perfect contrast. The hour markers are coated in
Super-LumiNova® and glow in the dark, and the dials
are protected by a sapphire crystal that ensures water
resistance to 100 metres.
The two push-buttons flanking the crown are used to
start and stop the chronometers, whose information is
displayed in the three sub-dials showing small seconds
and the hour and minute counters, making it possible to
accurately time sporting events, cooking times and even
a journey. The dial is enhanced with the brand’s logo,
the Swiss cross, at 12 o’clock and with a date window at
6 o’clock.
These features coupled with the watch’s style perfectly
express the company’s motto: “Life is your adventure”.
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OUR PICK

OF WEDDING AND ENGAGEMENT RINGS
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SYMBOLS OF ETERNAL LOVE, WEDDING AND ENGAGEMENT RINGS HIDE SO
MUCH ETERNITY IN THEIR SIMPLICITY THAT THE POWER OF LOVE WILL RUN
GENERATIONS WITH A SINGLE MEANING: ALWAYS YOU.

Les Paves Faye White gold solitaire
featuring a brilliant cut diamond.

Les Paves Divine Unique ring in white
gold set with 36 side stones and a central
0.45 ct. stone.

Rydbergs Selection Set of two plain
rings in 18K red gold.

Rydbergs Selection Wedding ring set
with Top Wesselton diamonds in the
sizes of your choice.

Rydbergs Selection Get inspired by
hundreds of ring models.

Rydbergs Selection Choose an existing
design that symbolises your love or custom
make your unique ring in platinum,
gold & diamonds.
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ORIS

AQUIS DATE CALIBRE 400
ORIS IS GOING ALL OUT TO CELEBRATE THE CREATION OF ITS NEW
IN-HOUSE AUTOMATIC MOVEMENT, CALIBRE 400. FIVE-DAY POWER
RESERVE. HIGH MAGNETIC RESISTANCE. TEN-YEAR GUARANTEE. DESIGNED
ENTIRELY BY THE HIGHLY-QUALIFIED ENGINEERS AT THE INDEPENDENT
SWISS WATCH COMPANY, THIS MOVEMENT WITH ITS ABOVE-AND-BEYOND
PROPERTIES GIVES LIFE TO THE NEW AQUIS DATE CALIBRE 400 AND
REVEALS ITS SECRETS THROUGH THE SAPPHIRE CRYSTAL CASE BACK...

Multi-piece stainless steel
case measuring 43.50 mm in
diameter.

Super-LumiNova®
coated hands and markers for
optimal legibility in the dark.

Unidirectional rotating
bezel with a ceramic
insert to safely time dives.

Blue gradient dial.

Date window at 6 o’clock.
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Oris logo and performance
specs of the Aquis (water
resistant to 300 metres and
5-day power reserve).

Crown guard protected steel
screw-in security crown used to
activate the date corrector, fine
timing device and stop-second.

Stainless steel bracelet with
a security folding clasp with
extension featuring the Quick
Strap Change system allowing
users to quickly change the
strap. A black rubber strap is
also available.

Farmhouses © Conny Fridh/imagebank.sweden.se

WEEKEND

GETAWAY
°

TO SKANE

Örtofta Castle © Apelöga/imagebank.sweden.se

Perhaps you’ve been on your way all these
years without realising it? It’s just as easy
to lose your way inside yourself as it is to
get lost in the woods or in a city.
Italian Shoes - Henning Mankell

©

Beach in Stenhuvud

Conny Fridh/imagebank.sweden.se

Kullaberg Reserve
©

Apelöga/imagebank.sweden.se

Stonewall © Gabor Kulcsar

WITH LUSH FORESTS, LAKES, FISHING VILLAGES AND RENAISSANCE
CASTLES, SOUTHERN SWEDEN IS FULL OF PICTURESQUE LANDSCAPES.

Forest in Skåne
©

Apelöga/imagebank.sweden.se

C

°
onsidered the country’s breadbasket, Skane
is one of the most fertile agricultural regions in
Northern Europe. Its far-stretching fields, coastal cliffs, green hills and deserted white sand
beaches make it a popular destination for Swedes and foreign travellers alike.

Impressive sightseeing and breathtaking natural reserves
°
With its 300 castles and gardens dating from the 12th to the 19th centuries, Skane
offers a wide range of
choices in terms of cultural visits and outings. Wanås Castle in the lovely cobbled town of Kristianstad
has a large park, magnificent statues and a lake. Smaller in size, the medieval Örtofta Castle serves as
a guesthouse, as is the case with many traditional farms. For lovers of the great outdoors, Kullaberg
Nature Reserve and Stenshuvud National Park are extraordinary places for hiking, diving, kayaking and
fishing. Stroll around the heathlands and climb the rocks sculpted by the waves that flow into the Baltic.
Listen to the cracking of trees as tortured as the characters in Wuthering Heights. Perhaps here, at the
edge of Europe, between the sky and the sea, you will feel the Swedish soul and understand the country’s
close relationship with nature.
Golf and a tennis tournament
°
Golf and tennis enthusiasts will not be left out, as Skane
has no fewer than 70 golf courses, most of
which are open year round thanks to the mild climate and are considered some of the most beautiful in
Northern Europe. The town of Båstad on the Bjäre Peninsula attracts visitors from around the world,
especially in July during the week of the annual ATP tennis tournament.
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TISSOT

CELEBRATES THE GOLDEN AGE OF MANHOOD
WITH A TIMEPIECE THAT WILL MAKE YOU
SHINE ON EVERY OCCASION.
TISSOT IS A SWISS WATCH BRAND FOUNDED IN 1853. IN 1925, IT
BECAME ONE OF THE FIRST MEMBERS OF THE SWATCH GROUP.
BASED IN LE LOCLE, SWITZERLAND, THE COMPANY MAKES
AUTOMATIC, MECHANICAL AND QUARTZ WATCHES.

F

or more than 150 years, Tissot has been combining innovative technologies
and affordable prices, its formula for becoming the most important seller of
traditional Swiss watches in the world.

Tissot Gentleman Powermatic 80 Silicium Solid 18K Gold Bezel
Versatile, elegant and ergonomic, the Tissot Gentleman looks just as good with a
suit as it does with a more casual outfit, making it the perfect piece for a professional
meeting or an evening with friends. It suits both younger and older wearers and
can be worn on any occasion. It has an excellent price to quality ratio, especially
considering the 5.5 grams of gold that adorns the watch.
This fine material not only attracts eyes and warms the colouring of the Tissot
Gentleman, but also offers a bold contrast with the black dial. Its case measuring 40
mm in diameter and 10.64 mm thick is elongated by two strong curved horns that
ensure that the piece wraps more comfortably around the wrist.
The dial boasts four notable features. There is a central marking in the line of
sight that makes it easier to read the time and provides a contemporary look to
the models in the collection. Meanwhile, there are satin-brushed and polished
bevelled applied markers accentuated by facetted golden dauphine hands and a
date window at 3 o’clock, revealing the subtle originality of the dial. These stunning
golden pink features pair perfectly with the warmth of the 18-carat rose gold bezel.
A fine minute track ensures that seconds can by read accurately. Meanwhile, the
words “Powermatic 80 Silicium” reminds us that the Gentleman is fitted with a
quality Swiss-made calibre with a generous power reserve.
Finally, a black leather strap adds vintage accents to this model made for Gentlemen.
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Breitling Chronomat B01 42 Bentley
Stainless Steel – Green
Fitted with a 42 mm case and its signature
4-rider bezel, the Chronomat Bentley
celebrates the long-term partnership
with Bentley with an iconic green dial.
The Chronomat Bentley is set on the
“Rouleaux” bracelet and powered by the
in-house Breitling Manufacture Caliber
01, a COSC-certified chronometer.

THE
COLOURS
OF TIME

Longines Spirit Prestige Edition – Blue
Since the beginning of aviation, Longines has
been accompanying adventurers of the skies
on their aerial feats. It is hence little wonder
that the new Longines Spirit features a blue
dial, which is protected by a scratchproof
sapphire glass and nestled in a 40 mm case.
The timepiece is powered by a self-winding
mechanical movement that beats at 25,200
vibrations per hour and builds up a 64-hour
power reserve.

Oris Divers Sixty-Five X Momotaro
Water resistant to 100 metres, this
40 mm timepiece in stainless steel
comes with a rotating bezel and a
screw-down crown and solid case
back. It is powered by the automatic
movement Calibre Oris 733 (Sellita
SW 200-1), which has a power
reserve of 38 hours. Moreover, it can
descend to a depth of 500 meters.
The timepiece boasts a gradient
dial, which is brighter in the centre
and gradually darkens to the match
the colour of the black bezel, and is
finished off with an indigo denim
strap designed by the iconic Japanese
brand Momotaro.

IWC Portugieser Chronograph – Slate
With its compact 41 mm diameter, this iconic
IWC chronograph perfectly suits nearly
all wrists. The slate dial on this version has
applied gold Arabic numerals and leafshaped hands. The timepiece is printed with
a quarter-second scale, a characteristic flange
that not only ensures precise reading of the
chronometer, but also recalls the instrument’s
origins. The IWC-manufactured 69355 calibre
powers this elegant and sporty chronograph.

OMEGA Seamaster Aqua Terra Co-Axial
Master Chronometer – Grey blue
A wonderful tribute to OMEGA’s extensive
maritime heritage, the back of the
symmetrical 41 mm case crafted in stainless
steel features a wave edge design. Meanwhile,
on the front, the dial has a horizontal “teak”
pattern evoking the wooden decks of luxury
sailboats. Additional details include blued
hands and hour markers filled with white
Super-LumiNova and a date window at
6 o’clock. The piece is driven by OMEGA
Master Chronometer calibre 8900.

Tissot Chrono XL Classic
Larger-than-life, the Tissot
Chrono XL is noted for its
imposing case measuring
45 mm in diameter. Its
stunning blue dial displays
hour, minute, seconds,
date and chronograph
functions powered by a
Swiss-made quartz ETA
G10.212 calibre.

Certina DS Super PH500M
With its retro style and orange dial, this
model is sure to attract attention. Its range
of functional features including its magnetic
field-resistant NivachronTM balance spring and
water resistance of up to 500 metres makes
this 43 mm diver’s watch the ideal companion
on every journey, ready to take part in any
trip, even under water. It is powered by an
automatic POWERMATIC 80.611 calibre.
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TEN TIPS

FOR CHOOSING A UNIQUE WEDDING RING
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A SYMBOL OF A LIFE LIVED TOGETHER, A WEDDING RING IS MORE THAN
JUST A SIMPLE PIECE OF JEWELLERY, BECAUSE, IN THEORY, YOU WILL BE
WEARING THIS RING FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE. IT IS THEREFORE CRUCIAL
THAT YOU TAKE TIME WHEN MAKING YOUR SELECTION.

1

Give yourself enough time
Getting married often entails a lot of preparation and stress.
Take the time to choose your wedding rings carefully, and keep
in mind that it takes three to five weeks to make a custom-made ring.
2. Durability, quality and personality: favour custom-made
If there is an item on which you cannot afford to comprise on quality
it’s your wedding ring. Opt for a ring made especially to fit your finger
designed to last as long as your love.
3. Try on your wedding ring at the shop
Combining personalised advice and an array of choices, a jewellery
shop is a place designed to help you find the piece of your dreams.
The intimate setting and the jeweller’s suggestions will give you a taste
of the magical atmosphere of your wedding. Make the decision with
your future spouse and decide together which ring will unite you.
4. Don’t forget your engagement ring when trying on your wedding
ring
Whether you decide to wear your engagement ring on the same
finger or on the other hand, bring it to the shop with you to explore
all the possible combinations.
5. Keep the weather in mind when measuring the size of your ring
finger
Indeed, heat swells the finger. There can be an up to three size
difference in ring size between winter and summer. Keep this factor
in mind when you go to try on your wedding ring.
6. Take into account your skin tone and tanning habits when
choosing a gold colour that suits you best
Yellow gold pairs beautifully with olive skin, while rose gold goes
better with fair skin. The most versatile option is white gold, which
suits all skin types.

7. Think about your lifestyle to choose a piece of jewellery that works
with your habits
If you only get married once, you’ll be wearing your wedding ring your
entire life. Before making your choice, tell the salesperson if you work
outdoors or with your hands. In that case, we would recommend a
ring entirely in gold and with a medium width rather than a slim or
diamond-set ring.
8. Should we choose the same wedding ring?
That’s up to you. While many couples opt for the same piece of jewellery,
if you don’t have the same tastes, the same habits or the same skin tones,
don’t be afraid to choose two different wedding rings.
9. Personalise your ring
In addition to the choice of colour or the width of the model, you
can personalise your wedding ring with an engraving. Your initials, a
message… Be creative!
10. Recycled gold is the way to go
Gold mining involves the use of large amounts of water, cyanide and
mercury and generates mining waste and water pollution. Why favour
irresponsible gold practices when you can choose “green” gold for a
happy marriage on a sustainable planet!
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TIMEKEEPING BRIC-A-BRAC

OBJECTS OF TIME

ORIGINAL DISPLAYS, OFFBEAT DESIGNS,
NEW FUNCTIONS…CREATORS HAVE THEIR WAY WITH
THE DOUBLE HAND ON THE DIAL TO OFFER THEIR
SOMETIMES TRADITIONAL, SOMETIMES INNOVATIVE,
SOMETIMES SCULPTURAL AND SOMETIMES PLAYFUL
VISIONS OF THE PASSAGE OF TIME.

Georg Jensens HK CLOCK

Georg Jensens Vivianna 34mm

Georg Jensens HK CLOCK W. Alarm And Holder-White, 10 Cm
Taking its cues from a model created in 1978 by legendary Georg Jensen collaborator Henning Koppel, this iconic minimalist alarm clock has
been updated with a stainless steel case that gives the piece its strong graphic identity. Demonstrating respect for both form and function, Henning
Koppel was a leading figure in Scandinavian modernist design. His many pieces for Georg Jensen are a clear example of his love for clean lines,
understated luxury and quality craftsmanship. The clock’s simple white dial and bold black hands are framed by a stainless steel case with a polished
finish. Excellent timekeeping is ensured by the internal precision quartz movement.
Georg Jensen Vivianna 34mm
Black dial, PVD bangle bracelet without a clasp, no hour markers… This watch with an open design asserts a minimalism that transcends the codes
of classic watchmaking. Powered by a quartz movement, it stands as a symbol of modernity, femininity and timelessness.
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QlockTwo Classic 45x45 Rouille

QlockTwo Classic 45x45 Acier Inoxydable

Montre-bracelet Qlocktwo W 35

Pocket watch Tissot Savonette Full
Hunter Pocket

MODALO Mv4 Remontoir Ambiente

Swiss Kubik Startbox

QlockTwo Classic Clock 45x45 Rust
No hands. No numerals. No fuss. Qlocktwo takes up the challenge of
displaying the time in words. The Qlocktwo Classic 45 x 45 cm model
can be hung on the wall like a painting or be made to stand freely on
an acrylic glass base. The clock’s front plate is held in place by magnets,
with no visible attachment elements, and comes in a range of colours
and materials, from rust to stainless steel.
Qlocktwo W 35 Wristwatch
The German brand continues to pursue innovation, this time around
your wrist. The concept is the same: to display the time in written
words, here on a watch consisting of a square brushed stainless steel case
measuring 35 mm both long and wide and 9 mm thick. The grid features
110 letters that light up thanks to 114 LEDs located behind it. The single
button on the right of the case brings the words to life. The Qlocktwo
W35 is equipped with a quartz movement and powered by a battery
with a lifespan that depends on how often the display is activated. There
is also a battery level indicator.
Pocket watch Tissot Savonette Full Hunter Pocket
In the tradition of 17th century pocket watches, the Tissot Savonnette
collection features wonderful watches that pay tribute to the expertise
quality of the craftspeople of yesteryear. These exceptionally nostalgic
timepieces are especially suited to modern-day dandies.
MODALO Watch Winder Ambiente MV4
A self-winding watch stops when it has not been worn for a while. In
such cases, the watch must be hand wound when the person wants to
wear it again, a task that can be tedious and even risky. This is where the

winder comes in, a device used to automatically wind the mainspring by
reproducing the wrist’s natural movement. Moreover, it is very simple
to use the watch winder – all you have to do is place your watch on
the holder and insert everything into the winder, thus keeping the
time and other functions set and extending the life of your timepiece.
In addition to its convenience and practicality, the winder is also an
attractive accessory that in itself serves as a case for the watch it houses.
Exceptionally elaborate models are also decorative items.
MODALO Ambiente 2 Mv4 Black Makassar
MODALO is a leader in certified watch winders. Timeless design, highquality materials and excellent craftsmanship are elements that have
made the brand’s watch winders must-have items for watch collectors.
This winder is especially delightful with its elegant lines that will go
perfectly with any interior! You will also love the fact that you will
always have a unique view of your two favourite timepieces!
Swiss Kubik Startbox
Acidulous, sober, bright or fun, the watch winders of the Startbox range
use fresh colours and modern, refined lines. Simplified down to the last
detail, these watch winders combine design and functionality. Their Soft
Touch surface makes them incredibly smooth to the touch.

CITY LIFE

VISIT COPENHAGEN
THE HAPPIEST CITY IN THE WORLD

KNOWN AS THE HAPPIEST CITY IN THE WORLD, THE CAPITAL
OF DENMARK ELEVATES THE SWEET LIFE TO THE RANK OF
PHILOSOPHY DESPITE THE GREY WEATHER. WE WENT TO
DISCOVER THE SECRET TO DANISH HAPPINESS BY STROLLING
THE STREETS OF THE HIPPEST CITY IN SCANDINAVIA TO SEE
IF IT LIVES UP TO THE HYPE.
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Copenhagen: ©SvitlanaRom

We went to discover the secret
to Danish happiness by strolling the
streets of the hippest city
in Scandinavia to see if it lives up
to the hype.

N

yhavn – The new harbour and its colourful buildings
To soak up the Copenhagen atmosphere, there’s nothing
better than starting with a walk along the canals of
the new harbour. Breathe in the Baltic air while admiring the
sailboats moored to the quays and the pretty colourful houses of
this picture-perfect setting. A red-light district in the old days,
despite its name (which literally means new harbour), Nyhavn
is actually not new at all and in its former life was a hot spot of
debauchery frequented by drunk sailors and ladies of pleasure.
Today, there are no sailors on the café terraces, but you can still
enjoy a cold one while snacking on herring. The chilly need not
fret – outside tables are heated and provided with blankets.
Kastellet and the Little Mermaid
Some 20 minutes on foot (and a bit less by bike) from Nyhavn is a
star-shaped fortress turned park which includes a lovely windmill
and a church. Opposite, on her rock, the bronze Little Mermaid
pays tribute to her creator, Hans Christian Andersen, a long-time
resident of the harbour district.
Østerbro, the pretty district
With its art galleries and small shops, Østerbro is an upper middle
class neighbourhood which exudes a chic and relaxed atmosphere.
Home to Europe’s longest pedestrian shopping street, it is a
hotspot for Nordic design. Must-visit shops? Illums Bolighus,
a household furnishings store focused on modern Scandinavian
design. And for more traditional items, Royal Copenhagen, a
fully-fledged institution that has been manufacturing porcelain
products for nearly 250 years.
Nørrebro, a bohemian hub
Nørrebro is one of Copenhagen’s last popular working-class
neighbourhoods. It is home to a mix of students and immigrants,
and its relatively low prices have made it a new hipster district.
With its thrift stores, flea markets and charity shops, it is sure to
please responsible shoppers!
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Shopping in Copenhagen:
Illums Bolighus. Amagertorv 10, 1160
København, Denmark.
Hay. Østergade 61, 2, 1100 København, Denmark.
Royal Copenhagen. Amagertorv 6, 1160
København, Denmark.
Hjerte Genbrug. Second-hand store.
Nørrebrogade 116, 2200 København, Denmark.

Photo © Carlo Villarica.

Nyhavn and its colourful buildings.
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The little mermaid, Edvard Erikse.

O’C LO C K

GLAMOUR
AND REFINEMENT
ARE THE ORDER OF THE DAY FOR THESE CULT PIECES
WITH A TIMELESS AURA.

Sjöö Sandström Royal Steel Classic 32 mm
Lady’s Mother-of-Pearl and Steel
This timepiece powered by quartz calibre
SS G7 displays hours, minutes, seconds and
the date at 3 o’clock on its mother-of-pearl
dial protected by an anti-reflective sapphire
crystal. It is water resistant to 100 metres and
its movement can be seen through its seethrough case back.

Tissot T-Lady Lovely 19.50 cm
This very small model with a silver dial
features an understated combination of gold
and silver to mark the passage of time in a
lovely and feminine way. It is driven by a
quartz movement and attached to a fine mesh
bracelet.

Tissot T Lady Lovely Square 20 mm
A true tribute to the 1960s, this small
square-shaped timepiece that is watertight
to 30 metres contains an ETA 901.001 quartz
movement protected by a scratchproof
sapphire class. Its round silver dial boasts
diamond markers.

Rado Coupole Classic 27 mm
The Coupole Classic takes its cues from
the design of a traditional wristwatch and
enhances it with a distinctive Rado element,
sapphire crystal, thus ensuring brilliant shine,
excellent readability and optimal protection
for the mother-of-pearl dial with Roman
numeral indexes.

Georg Jensens Vivianna Bangle Watch Mirror Dial 34 mm
Designed in 1969, the Vivianna women’s
wristwatch is a true work of art with its
reflective stainless steel dial and bold bracelet
that wraps around the wrist.... Not to mention
its Swiss-made movement, which ensures
superb timekeeping.

Rado Centrix 28 mm
Hours, minutes, seconds, date display,
Japanese-made quartz movement with an
analogue display and crystal sapphire dial
window. This lovely model has a stainless steel
case framing a mother-of-pearl dial adorned
with diamonds and baton hands.
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PRECIOUS
TIME
MASTERPIECES OF WATCHMAKING, THESE WATCHES ARE
DISTINGUISHED BY THEIR ABILITY TO STAND THE TEST OF TIME

OMEGA Seamaster Aqua Terra 150 M
Co-Axial Master Chronometer 34 mm
Presented on a taupe-brown leather strap,
this watch is driven by OMEGA Master
Chronometer calibre 8800, which meets the
watch industry’s highest performance criteria
determined by the Swiss Federal Institute
of Metrology (METAS). Its symmetric case
crafted in stainless steel and 18-carat Sedna™
gold encloses an agate grey dial adorned with
a wave pattern that has a date window at 6
o’clock and 18-carat Sedna™ gold hands and
hour markers shaped like sailboat hulls.

OMEGA De Ville Prestige Quartz 27.4 mm
This model features a two-tone dial in white
mother-of-pearl with hour markers combined
with Roman numerals at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock.
A scratch-resistant sapphire glass protects this
stunning dial. The bezel is set on a stainless
steel case attached to a bracelet also crafted in
stainless steel. This timepiece with its timeless
design is driven by OMEGA calibre 1376, a
precision quartz movement, and distinguished
by its sleek style with luxurious finishes.

Breitling Navitimer Automatic 35 mm
Fitted with a dial either in white mother-ofpearl dial adorned with diamond markers
or in stainless steel with pink gold markers,
depending on the version, this watch is paired
with a matching strap in shimmering blue,
brown or burgundy alligator skin with a pin
or folding buckle. It is powered by COSCcertified calibre Breitling 17.

OMEGA Constellation Quartz 25 mm
This stainless steel and 18-carat yellow
gold watch features a bezel engraved with
Roman numerals, a blue aventurine glass
dial and diamond hour markers. The hands,
the OMEGA logo, the Constellation star
and the diamond holders are also made out
of 18-carat yellow gold. The watch houses
OMEGA calibre 4061 concealed behind the
solid case back stamped with the Observatory
medallion, a hallmark of the Constellation
collection.

Longines La Grande Classique 33 mm
With its round case housing a mother-ofpearl dial set with 12 diamond indexes, La
Grande Classique epitomises the timeless
elegance of the winged hourglass brand. Its
quartz movement, calibre L420, drives hours
and minutes. The piece is complemented by
a yellow PVD bracelet with a triple safety
folding clasp featuring a push-button release
mechanism.

Longines The Longines Elegant Collection
29 mm
Blue sunburst dial with diamond hour
markers, hour, minute and seconds functions
with a date window at 3 o’clock, self-winding
mechanical movement oscillating at 28,800
vibrations per hour with a 40-hour power
reserve... This timepiece redefines the brand’s
“Elegance is an attitude” motto.
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JEWELLERY EXPERTISE

DIAMONDS
ARE FOREVER

THE DIAMOND, THE MOST PRECIOUS GEMSTONE IN THE WORLD,
HAS ALWAYS CAPTIVATED AND ATTRACTED OUR DESIRES. TODAY,
COLOURED DIAMONDS ARE PARTICULARLY FASHIONABLE,
CARVING OUT THEIR PLACE IN THE WORLD OF LUXURY. DISCOVER THE
GEMSTONE THAT NEVER CEASES TO BE THE TALK OF THE TOWN!

A

transparent mineral composed of pure carbon crystals, the
diamond is one of the four precious stones.

How to choose a diamond
First of all, you should know that the more intense the colour of a
coloured diamond is, the more valuable it will be. This is the absolute
opposite of colourless diamonds, which are prized for their total
absence of colour and their crystalline transparency. Their quality
and value are determined by a set of criteria known as the 4Cs of
diamonds. This refers to the colour, cut, clarity and carat weight.
Colour:
The internationally-recognised colour scale for white diamonds
is comprised of 23 colour grades going from D (perfectly white
diamonds) to Z. Only gemmologists are able to recognise the
nuances existing between one grade and the next. To help tell them
apart, diamonds are divided into five colour categories ranging from
perfectly white (or colourless) to light yellow.
Clarity:
All diamonds have imperfections, which are in fact inclusions at the
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heart of the diamond’s structure that occur when the stone is formed.
A diamond’s purity is determined by looking at the stone under a
special light using a magnifying glass with a 10x magnification rate.
In most cases, impurities are neither visible to the naked eye nor
affect a diamond’s brilliance.
Cut:
It refers to the angles and proportions of a diamond. Based on complex
scientific formulas, a very well cut diamond will reflect light from one
facet to another and scatter it. If the work is well done, the stone will
have optimal brilliance, called the «fire» of the diamond. It is the only
one of the four evaluation criteria that depends on human skill. The
quality of the cut, which will maximise the brilliance of the diamond,
does not depend on the shape that the diamond will have (round-cut,
princess-cut, pear-shaped, baguette-cut, cushion-shaped, etc.).
Carat:
A carat is a unit of measurement used for diamonds. One carat
equals 0.20 grams. This classification criterion is the easiest one to
understand, because it depends on the dimensions of the stone. The
more a diamond weighs, the more expensive it will be.
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DESIGN

QLOCKTWO’S
MOVING
PAINTINGS
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THE GERMAN DESIGNERS AT
QLOCKTWO, THE INSTIGATORS
OF A LITTLE WATCHMAKING
REVOLUTION, OFFER A
TYPOGRAPHIC DISPLAY THAT
IGNORES CONVENTION.

A

n invitation to ponder the notion of time, which
no longer scrolls as fast as it does on a traditional
clock, and to literally “read the time”. The words
shown on the clock face change every five minutes. There
are illuminated dots in each corner representing the
minutes in between with radio-controlled precision.
QLOCKTWO CLASSIC: Rust, Stainless Steel, Black Iced
Tea, White or Black Pepper, the variations of time…
With their unique front panel and magnetic stainless
steel core, the creations by QLOCKTWO feature a patina
resulting from a process that, according to creator Marco
Biegert, “creates intense, natural colour impressions”.
Depending on the perspective and lighting conditions, the
clock shimmers to display its unique hours.
The rust or stainless steel options are great for adding an
industrial touch to an interior, while the black or white
options are perfect for an elegant, understated feel.
The models have a crescendo alarm function with touch
control and can be adjusted using push-buttons or a
smartphone.
They elegantly blend with any interior, whether at the office,
on the bedside table or hanging on the wall, as preferred.
Qlocktwo clocks are handcrafted in Germany and come in
a wide variety of languages and materials. Each has its own
serial number.

Founded by the designers Marco
Biegert and Andreas Funk, Qlocktwo
has won a number of prestigious
awards, including the Good Design
Award and the Red Dot Award, thanks
to the originality of a display that
breaks all watchmaking conventions.
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W H AT ’S N E W

BREITLING

HELPS YOU GIVE IT YOUR ALL
WITH THE NEW ENDURANCE PRO

The Endurance Pro collection with colourful rubber straps.

ON THE OCCASION OF THE GENEVA WATCH DAYS, BREITLING, THE OFFICIAL
PARTNER OF THE IRONMAN TRIATHLONS, ONE OF THE WORLD’S MOST
DIFFICULT CHALLENGES, UNVEILED THE ENDURANCE PRO COLLECTION,
A SPORTY AND COLOURFUL QUARTZ COLLECTION.
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Triathlon squad
member Jan
Frodeno wearing
the new red
Endurance Pro.

Triathlon squad member
Daniela Ryf wearing the new
orange Endurance Pro.

“When Jan Frodeno first became a member of
our Triathlon Squad, he asked me what Breitling
he should wear. We started brainstorming about
the perfect sporty lifestyle watch and that
conversation led to the development of the
Endurance Pro”, explains Breitling CEO
Georges Kern.

Triathlon squad member Chris
McCormack wearing the new
yellow Endurance Pro.

T

he collection takes its
cues from one of the
brand’s
best-sellers,
the Breitling Spring, which
combined
a
pulsometer
and an ultra-light weight in
the dazzling colours of the
1970s. The Endurance Pro
is undoubtedly a modern
evolution of that design and comes in yellow,
orange, red, blue and white.
Featuring a thermo-compensated SuperQuartz™
movement that is 10 times more precise than
traditional quartz, it is the ultimate athleisure
watch, combining high precision, innovative
technology and a colourful design.
The timepiece is designed for men and women
whose active lives blend a professional mindset
with a sporty lifestyle. The 44 mm lightweight
is up to the challenge of a vigorous workout
while also being a stylish accessory for

everyday wear. These new models, which are
watertight to 100 metres, have 1/10th second
and 30-minute chronograph counters, essential
features in the world of sports.
The oversized white numerals brighten up the
dark dial, which contrasts with the colourful
Outerknown ECONYL® yarn NATO strap and
the bidirectional rotating bezel engraved with
a compass scale. Meanwhile, the hands are
coated in Super-LumiNova® to ensure excellent
readability in all conditions.

Breitling triathlon squad members
Jan Frodeno, Daniela Ryf and
Chris McCormack swimming.
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IN THE AIR

Breitling Chronomat

PILOT’S WATCHES
CONQUER THE SKIES

SINCE THE BEGINNINGS OF AVIATION, WATCHMAKERS HAVE FURTHERED
THE ADVANCEMENT OF THIS ACTIVITY WITH MODELS DESIGNED FOR
PILOTS AND FREQUENT TRAVELLERS. A LOVE STORY THAT WITHSTANDS
THE TEST OF TIME, AS MODELS INSPIRED BY THE AERONAUTICAL WORLD
ARE ONCE AGAIN ON CENTRE STAGE.
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TAG Heuer Autavia

B

Oris Big Crown Propilot
Altimeter

reitling reinvents the Chronomat
A pioneer in the field, Breitling has been supporting
aviators for 80 years and is now offering a new lease of life
to one the favourite models of pilots, the legendary Chronomat.
Nearly 40 years after its release, the timepiece has been redesigned
in order to appeal to a new generation of men and women of
purpose, action and style. Available in a wide range of materials,
including stainless steel and 18-carat red gold, the Chronomat
is fitted with a 42 mm case and a bezel with four rider tabs. The
timepiece also comes in a variety of dial options, including black,
blue, silver and bronze, and is presented on a Rouleaux bracelet.
It is powered by the COSC chronometer-certified Breitling
Manufacture Caliber 01.
The TAG Heuer Autavia is back on track
A contraction of the words AUTOmobile and AVIAtion, the
Autavia is forging a renewed path toward popularity with a new
collection presented at the latest edition of Baselworld. It comes
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Longines Avigation BigEye

in seven variations, all of which are three-hand with date models measuring 42 mm
in diameter that are water resistant to 100 metres and feature Arabic numerals, large
luminescent hands and an oversized crown. A noteworthy innovation for TAG Heuer,
the collection includes two models crafted in bronze. In addition, behind the case back
engraved with a car tyre and propeller hides the COSC-certified automatic Calibre 5
with a 38-hour power reserve.

Flight baptism

Take to the skies with the Oris Big Crown ProPilot Altimeter
With this generously sized timepiece measuring 47 mm in diameter and 55 mm from
lug to lug, Oris is once again demonstrating its expertise in pilot’s watches. The thick
luminous hands make for excellent visibility in low light conditions like night flying
and the large numerals ensure that the time can easily be read in all circumstances.
Meanwhile, the bezel draws its inspiration from the shape and design of jet turbine
engines and features a nice coined edge. In addition, the two oversized crowns (which
are hallmarks of the Big Crown collection) are used to set the time and date at 2
o’clock and to calibrate the altimeter that measures changes in barometric pressure
at 4 o’clock. The outer ring shows altitude while the inner ring displays air pressure.
The timepiece is driven by Oris calibre 733, a self-winding movement with a power
reserve of approximately 38 hours, and attached to a fabric strap or steel bracelet.
Longines Avigation BigEye: Paris – New York, New York – Paris
Since its inception, Longines, the official timekeeper of the first solo transatlantic
flight by Charles Lindbergh, has contributed to great aeronautical feats.
Inspired by a 1930s chronograph, the Longines Avigation BigEye draws on the brand’s
heritage to create a collection that helps pilots conquer the skies. It is equipped with a
column-wheel movement made exclusively for Longines. Its stainless steel case with a
nearly 41 mm diameter and its ergonomic lugs are paired with a graceful soft leather
strap with a pin buckle that enhances the comfort of the timepiece. With just one look,
the watch brings to mind the charm of a bygone era.

“Moonlight drowns out
all but the brightest stars.”
JRR Tolkien.

THE 72 HOURS CABIN
AN IMMERSION IN SWEDISH NATURE

The 72 hours cabin experience

LIFESTYLE

THE 72 HOURS CABIN
IS THE RESULT OF AN
EXPERIMENT CARRIED OUT IN
2017 TO DEMONSTRATE THE
POSITIVE EFFECTS OF NATURE
ON STRESS AND ANXIETY. IN
72 HOURS, THE STRESS LEVELS
OF FIVE CITY-DWELLERS
WHO CAME TO PARTICIPATE
DECREASED BY 70%.

Imagine falling asleep at the edge
of the forest in a wood cabin whose
glass walls and roof offer a 360-degree
view of the stars and surrounding nature
Tea time in the wild

A

nd for good reason. Imagine falling asleep at the edge of the forest
in a wood cabin whose glass walls and roof offer a 360-degree
view of the stars and surrounding nature.
Kayaking, archery, angling, hiking with or without a forest guide… Your
days will be full. Insomniacs will quickly rediscover sleep, with heavy
eyelids and sore muscles leading the way.
The 72 Hours Cabin on Henriksholm Island in Ånimskog
The five original cabins are located about two hours from Göteborg
Airport on the small island of Henrkisholm, which is a sort of miniature
Sweden with its elongated shape and ecosystems specific to this
Scandinavian country. In this haven of peace, you will have the chance to
observe deer, foxes, badgers and perhaps a woodpecker.
The 72 Hours Cabin at the Baldersnäs Herrgård manor house in the
area of Dals Långed
The cabins have since grown up, and other cabins have popped up on the
shores of Lake Laxsjön and in the heart of the stunning Dalsland region.
If you choose to stay near the Baldersnäs Herrgård manor house, you will
overlook an extraordinarily beautiful lake and be able to take advantage
of all the manor house amenities: sauna, delicious dinners… This is the
formula for epicureans.
If you choose to stay near the Dalslands Aktiviteter activities centre, you
will enjoy a wonderful view of Lake Iväg and the surrounding woods
from a perched level of some 40 metres above the lake. A paradise for
water lovers, the region is home to the largest lakes in Europe as well as
to many rivers and canals. A breathtaking setting where the kayak is king
and which will remind book lovers of the landscapes of Tolkien’s stories.
Visit the following website to book your cabin and learn more about
other experiences in the heart of Swedish nature: https://visitsweden.
com/72hcabin/

Kayak © Benjamin Davies
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The Hangang is the country’s second
longest river and supplies water to
Seoul’s 10 million residents.

ORIS HANGANG
LIMITED EDITION
TIME TO CLEAN UP

ORIS FURTHER PURSUES ITS ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
BY PARTNERING UP WITH SEOUL KFEM, AN ENTITY OF THE KOREAN
FEDERATION FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MOVEMENTS.

Oris once against stands
out for its dedication to
cleaning, protecting and
restoring the quality of
the Earth’s water.

Oris Hangang Limited Edition case back

Oris Hangang Limited Edition

C
Volunteers cleaning
up the Hangang

hange for the Better
To support this new cause, the watchmaker created the
Oris Hangang Limited Edition, a watch that seeks to
raise public awareness about the fate of the Hangang in South
Korea, which is the country’s second longest river and supplies
water to Seoul’s 10 million residents.
Years of neglect have made the river dirty and polluted, which
means that it is in desperate need of cleaning. “With every
passing year, we grow more passionate about our mission,”
says Oris Co-CEO Rolf Studer. “Conserving the world’s water
is critical; it’s also possible if we work together.” This Oris
commitment is not new, as evidenced by the series of limited
edition Oris Aquis diving watches aimed at supporting various
programmes to protect the oceans. Sales from the 2,000 pieces
in this collection will help fund the Hangang clean-up project.
The model is inspired by the Aquis diving watch and features
the same functions and performance.
A diving watch to safeguard the aquatic world
The timepiece has a 43.5 mm stainless steel case and a
unidirectional rotating bezel, which is very useful for safely
determining and displaying dive times. The dark green colour
of the ceramic insert and dial is reminiscent of the creek waters
at the source of the Hangang. The piece is water resistant
to 300 metres (30 bar) and contains an automatic Oris 743
movement with small seconds at 9 o’clock and a white circular
date indicator. The case back is engraved with the course of
the Hangang across Korea and the limited edition number. Its
generous power reserve ensures a running time of 38 hours. The
model is attached to a stainless steel bracelet closed by a safety
folding clasp with extension.
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IN THE AIR

LONGINES SPIRIT

THE WINGED HOURGLASS IS TAKING FLIGHT

I

n the eyes of collectors and aviation enthusiasts,
the models in the Longines Spirit collection retain
the essence of the brand’s precision instruments,
having accompanied the pioneers in the conquest
of the air, sea and land while also incorporating the
technical advances of our century.
Building on this heritage, these timepieces are
inspired by the build of pilot’s watches and attractively
equipped with contemporary watchmaking codes.
The large crown, the flange, the bezel set back from
the side of the case middle, the font on the dial, the
diamond-shape indexes and the large luminous
“baton” hands are all elements inspired by aviation
that entail a vibrant tribute to this realm and its
daring pioneers.
Two exclusive automatic movements now power the
latest additions to the collection, the L888.4 and the
L688.4. They are fitted with silicon hairsprings, build
up a respective power reserve of 64 and 60 hours and
are chronometer certified by the COSC*.
The three hand/calendar version comes in a case
measuring 40 and 42 mm in diameter, respectively.
Meanwhile, the chronograph is housed in a uniquely
shaped 42 mm case. All the models have a domed
sapphire class that protects a matte black, grained
silver or sunray blue dial. Moreover, each of the
dial is stamped with five applied stars, denoting an
improvement in the quality of the brand’s movements.
Five stars is the maximum number that can be
achieved.
The case is set on a steel bracelet or on a leather strap
in dark brown, light brown or blue. The “Prestige”
edition of the three-hand/calendar model comes with
three interchangeable straps (steel, leather and NATO
in brown leather).
* Official Swiss Chronometer Testing Institute

Longines Spirit L3.810.4.73.2
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WITH ITS INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGIES,
PRECISION AND RELIABILITY,
LONGINES IS NOT A NEWCOMER.

The Pioneer Spirit Lives On… The Longines Spirit
collection revives the pioneering spirit that has led
extraordinary men and women to surpass themselves, to
nurture new ambitions and to believe in the impossible.

Howard Hughes.
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WAT C H C LO S E - U P

CERTINA
DS PH200M

WITH THE DS PH200M, CERTINA HAS RESURRECTED A 1960S MODEL
WHICH WAS INSPIRED BY THE DEPTHS OF THE OCEAN. THE NEW EDITION
REPRESENTS A SEAMLESS CONTINUATION OF A TIMELESS DESIGN,
COMBINING IT WITH AN AUTOMATIC CALIBRE OF THE LATEST GENERATION.

Luminescent lume dot.

Black dial protected by an
anti-reflective sapphire
crystal.

Sword-shaped hands (hour,
minute and seconds functions)
driven by a Swiss-made inhouse POWERMATIC 80.611
automatic movement, water
resistant to 200 meters, 80-hour
power reserve.
Date window at 3 o’clock.

Stainless steel case
measuring 42.80 mm in
diameter.

Unidirectional rotating bezel
in ceramic with indexes
coated in Super-Luminova to
enhance readability.
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Screw-in crown at 3 o’clock.

NATO fabric strap with a
stainless steel buckle.

Sami handicraft © DavidNutti

KNOWHOW

SAMI HANDICRAFTS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

THE SAMI PEOPLES OF
LAPLAND INCLUDE THE FIRST
INHABITANTS OF SWEDEN.
THEIR ORIGINS DATE BACK TO
THE END OF THE LAST ICE AGE
SOME 10,000 YEARS AGO. THE
TRADITIONAL ACTIVITIES OF
THE SAMI WERE ONCE FISHING
AND REINDEER HERDING, BUT
TODAY ONLY A MINORITY
OF THE 85,000 SAMI PEOPLE
CONTINUE TO PERFORM THESE
ACTIVITIES. THE OTHERS,
WHO ARE SPREAD OUT IN THE
REGIONS OF FOUR COUNTRIES
(SWEDEN, NORWAY, FINLAND
AND RUSSIA) MAINLY LIVE OFF
OF THEIR HANDICRAFTS.

Caribou © Saad Chaudhry

“A weary journey beyond the last scrub timber
and straggling copses, into the heart of the
Barrens where the niggard North is supposed
to deny the earth, are to be found great sweeps
of forest and smiling lands.” Jack London
– In the Forests of the North. Children
of the Frost.
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Where to find them:
Carl Wennberg: Bergmästaregatan 2, 981 33, Kiruna, Sweden
Svensk Hemslöjd: Norrlandsgatan 20, 111 44, Stockholm, Sweden
Jokkmokkstenn: Järnvägsgatan 19, 962 32, Jokkmokk, Sweden.

Sami Art Handicraft
handmade knives
by Fredrik Prost
©
DavidNutti

Sami Art Handicraft
handmade knives
by Fredrik Prost
©
DavidNutti

L

ong-lasting workmanship and age-old traditions
Made from high-quality, natural, traditional materials, a Sami
handcrafted item is an excellent gift that is both durable and
environmentally friendly, two themes which are crucial to the survival
of these indigenous peoples whose land is constantly being threatened in
order to be exploited.
Sami slöjd, or handicraft, is divided into two categories, hard handicrafts
and soft handicrafts. The first, which is traditionally reserved for men,
primarily consists of knives, bowls and cups with engraved reindeer horn.
Meanwhile, the second is traditionally for women and includes wool
clothing, tin wire jewellery, and bags and baskets woven from birch roots.
Where to buy Sami handicrafts
Sami handicraft items can be purchased in the northern regions of Sweden
and mainly in the towns and villages of Lapland. If you are in Kiruna, the
largest town in Lapland, visit the Carl Wennberg shop, which has been
selling Sami handicrafts since 1907. If you are in Stockholm, be sure to visit
the retailer Svensk Hemslöjd specialising in traditional arts and crafts.
If you are fortunate enough to be staying at the iconic ICEHOTEL in
Jukkasjärvi, visit the hotel’s shop, which sells a wide selection of Sami items.
Jokkmokk winter market
The Jokkmokk winter market, held yearly in late January/early February, is
a great place to find Sami handicrafts, as it is the largest Sami gathering in
the world. This arts and crafts market has been taking place for the past 400
years. There is probably no better place to experience Sami culture and buy
items directly from the local craftsperson. It is also a wonderful opportunity
to discover their vivid clothing, music, dance and food, which are part of
a colourful culture that is unfortunately being threatened by the modern
world, despite the fact that the Sami people are recognised as an indigenous
people by the UN with their own flag, anthem and official language divided
into nine dialects.
Northern Forest
in the Winter
Saad Chaudhry

©

HOTELS

OUR SELECTION
Ice Hotel ICEHOTEL 365 |
Art Suite The Drift | Design Friederike
Schroth and Fabien Champeval |
Photo Asaf Kliger | © ICEHOTEL

Keep a cool head at the ICE HOTEL
Located 200 kilometres north of
the Arctic Circle, this famous ice
hotel, which offers a one-of-a-kind
experience, melts come springtime.
Northern Lights, ice sculptures,
ice fishing, husky sleigh rides,
snowmobile safaris... activities
abound in the village of Jukkasjärvi.

Wanås, a lost paradise
Lost in the countryside of Skåne County,
this lovely hotel is masterly managed by
the Wachtmeisters, a Swedish family who
have owned the property for nearly nine
generations. After founding the sculpture
park in 1987, in 2018, the family turned the
18th-century barns into luxurious guestrooms
and an organic restaurant. The establishment
offers a warm welcome, an attentive staff,
Hunter boots for guests to wear on walks in
the forest, a library complete with a fireplace
perfect for snuggling up with a book.... Days
go by like hours at this very relaxing place.

ICE HOTEL
www.icehotel.com
Book at least a year in advance,
because it is a popular destination.

ON THE EDGE OF LAPLAND,
ON THE SHORE OF A LAKE
OR IN THE HEART OF THE
WOODS, WE SET OFF TO FIND
THE MOST EXTRAORDINARY
HOTELS IN SWEDEN. DOTTED
WITH ISLANDS, PINE FORESTS
AND FJORDS, THE LAND OF
ELK CAPTIVATES VISITORS
WITH ITS UNSPOILT NATURE,
ITS MINIMALIST LIFESTYLE
AND ITS BREATHTAKING
LANDSCAPES. FOLLOW
IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF
SCANDINAVIAN HAPPINESS.
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Wanås
Restaurant Hotel

©

Wanås
www.wanasrh.se
+46 (0) 44 253 15 81

The loft house © Bergaliv

OF FIVE GREAT HOTELS IN SWEDEN

Treehotel
treehotel.se
+46 (0)928-103 00

Ufo © Treehotel

Treehotel: entire days in the trees
Could it be the influence of Pippi Longstocking and her penchant for
adventures or simply the expression of a deep love of nature? As it happens,
the Swedes know a thing or two about treehouses, and the Treehotel project
embodies a childhood dream come true. The UFO, the Bird’s Nest, the Cabin
perched 10 metres above the ground with a view of the Northern Lights…
every guestroom has a unique architectural identity. While the sauna, the
range of organic beauty products and the 1950s-style restaurant whose menu
revolves around the fish and catch of the day are simply the icing on this lovely
Scandinavian cake.
Stedsans
www.stedsans.org

Stedsans in the Woods:
The Cabin ©Stine Christiansen

Stedsans in the Woods: the cabin at the end of the garden
In Danish, Stedsans means a sense of direction. However, sometimes it is by
losing oneself that one finds oneself. Mette Helbæk and Flemming Schiøtt
Hansen, the founders of this wonderful hotel and restaurant, have taken this
to heart and offer a complete sensory adventure in the heart of this Swedish
land at their retreat in Halland. What’s it all about? Vegetarian cuisine, local
products from the site’s permaculture farm, swimming in the lake, nights in
comfortable wood cabins, a floating sauna...

Bergaliv Loft House
bergaliv.se
+46 278 261 21
Bergaliv Loft House: full-scale relaxation
This amazing loft with the look of a large cabin offers
splendid views of the forest and the Nordic skies and
is located close to a spa where you can get a wonderful
Swedish massage. Perfect for getting a breath of fresh air and
returning revitalised.
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WELLNESS

THE SAUNA

OR THE SWEDISH ART OF GOOD LIVING
AN ANCIENT TRADITION IN SCANDINAVIAN COUNTRIES, THE BASTU
OR SAUNA IS A RITUAL IN ITS OWN RIGHT. HEAT, STEAM, SCENTS…
ALL OF YOUR SENSES WILL BE AWAKENED DURING A MOMENT OF
RELAXATION TO ENJOY ALONE, AMONG FRIENDS OR WITH FAMILY.
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Cooling down in
the sea after a sauna
©

Anna Hållams/imagebank.sweden.se

©

Traditional sauna

Emma Ivarsson/imagebank.sweden.se

T

he Swedes are highly keen on this practice, going to the sauna to relax, but
also because of its social facet: you can go there for a chat, for a business
meeting or even to have a craft beer outside. Nudity is the norm, although
some saunas allow for the use of a swimming costume and have schedules for singlesex use. A quick overview.
Step by step
Before entering the sauna, you first take a dip in ice-cold water, whether in the snow,
in an ice hole or in a pool designed for this purpose. It is only after this first step that
it is time to head to the log cabin that has been heated to a temperature ranging from
80 to 100 degrees Celsius. After spending some time in the sauna, you go back into
the ice-cold water before moisturising your body with a suitable lotion.
The sauna, beneficial against fatigue and stress
By loosening up your muscles through the use of heat, saunas allow your body
to relax and significantly reduce fatigue. Moreover, by increasing blood flow and
providing oxygen and nutrients to muscles, the heat of a sauna also enhances
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After sauna
©

Mikko Nikkinen/imagebank.sweden.se
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Winter swim © Helena Wahlman

Winter swim © Helena Wahlman

Glowing skin
During a session, the skin’s pores open as a result of the heat, which
subsequently helps to eliminate toxins and dead skin. By combining a
sauna session with exfoliation, your skin will undergo a deep cleansing
that will restore softness and elasticity. Do not forget to drink plenty of
fluids to prevent dehydration.
Ribersborgs Kallbadhus, an open-air bathhouse
Are you looking for a unique experience in Sweden? Ribersborgs
Kallbadhus, or Kallis as the locals call it, will definitely leave you with
great memories. This open-air bath near Ribersborgs beach in Malmö
is an oasis of well-being visited by locals and visitors alike who want to
fully experience Swedish sauna bathing and/or ice swimming.
It has five saunas, two seawater pools, two wood-fired hot tubs and
a sun deck. The Belle Époque inspired facilities will transport you to
another time, in deep communion with nature.
Divided into two sections, for men, for women and one shared sauna,
Kallis is open all year round for you to experience a truly Nordic
style sauna. After spending time in the sauna, it is possible to enjoy
traditional Swedish food like herring or prawn sandwiches and salads.
Address:
Limhamnsvägen, Brygga 1, 217 59 Malmö.
Harry Rydbergs Clock
in Pålsjöbaden.

recovery after exercise. Moreover, the brusque changes between
hot and cold boost the body’s immune system; however, it may also
cause circulation problems or a burning sensation on the skin in
beginners.
Beyond physical recovery, the sauna provides above all for deep
psychological relaxation, thus allowing the mind to let go and
escape from everyday life for a few moments.

Pålsjöbaden
Located along the promenade north of Gröningen, Pålsjöbaden
bathhouse is the perfect place to enjoy dry and wet saunas before taking
a dip in the Öresund. Harry Rydberg, son of the founder of Rydbergs
Ur and a serious sauna enthusiast, went bathing at Pålsjöbaden every
week for almost 30 years! There is even a clock bearing his name to
celebrate the flawless regularity of this inveterate bather.
Address:
Drottninggatan 151
254 33 Helsingborg.

GUIDE

GEMSTONES
AND BIRTH MONTHS

SINCE ANCIENT TIMES, PRECIOUS STONES
HAVE BEEN ASSOCIATED WITH ASTROLOGY
AND THOUGHT TO HAVE THERAPEUTIC
POWERS. THE CUSTOM OF ASSOCIATING
A GEMSTONE WITH A PERSON’S BIRTH
MONTH BECAME MORE WIDESPREAD IN
THE 18TH CENTURY; HOWEVER, IT WAS NOT
UNTIL 1912 THAT THE FIRST OFFICIAL LIST
OF BIRTHSTONES WAS DRAWN UP BY THE
US TRADE ORGANISATION JEWELERS OF
AMERICA, A LIST THAT WAS SUBSEQUENTLY
ACCEPTED BY THE JEWELLERY INDUSTRY
COUNCIL IN 1952. SINCE THEN, THE ONLY
CHANGE TO THE LIST DID NOT COME UNTIL
THE YEAR 2002, WHEN TANZANITE WAS
MADE THE BIRTHSTONE FOR THE MONTH
OF DECEMBER.

January: garnet. It is a symbol
of energy and embodies loyalty
and truth.
February: amethyst. It is a
luminous quartz that evokes
clairvoyance and sincerity.
March: aquamarine. A symbol
of calm and serenity.
April: diamond. It represents
eternal love and purity, as well
as strength and courage.
May: emerald. It is a precious
good luck charm that has
soothing properties.
June: pearl, alexandrite and
moonstone. These are neutralcoloured stones that symbolise
sensuality and femininity.
July: ruby. It represents divine
love and courage.
August: peridot. It brings joy
and inner peace and keeps bad
luck at bay.
September: sapphire.
Symbolising truth and loyalty, it
is also associated with wisdom.
October: tourmaline and
opal. They are soothing stones
that also have the property of
boosting self-confidence.
November: citrine and topaz.
These stones bring joy and ward
off bad thoughts.
December: tanzanite, turquoise
and zircon. Symbols of loyalty,
they are also associated with
wealth and peace.
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O’C LO C K

DIVING WATCHES ARE POPULAR
TIMEPIECES. BENEFITTING
FROM THE LATEST TECHNICAL
INNOVATIONS, THESE PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS ARE ALSO
EXAMPLES OF SOPHISTICATED
DESIGN.

DIVING
WATCHES

The Longines Legend Diver Watch
300m
The ultimate 1960s diving watch,
the Legend Diver Watch is back on
the scene with a combination of
vintage design codes and modern
technological advances. The 42 mm
black PVD-coated steel case now
houses an automatic mechanical
movement exclusive to Longines and
is engraved with a diver’s emblem
on the screw-down case back. The
model is finished off with a black
Milanese-like rubber strap with a
black PVD-coated titanium folding
buckle and diving extension.

Certina DS PH 200 m
Inspired by the depths of the ocean, this watch
featuring a timeless design is equipped with
a state-of-the-art automatic calibre. Its 42.80
mm case made out of steel has a threaded
crown and is fitted with a unidirectional
rotating bezel and a black dial with white
hour markers protected by a domed hesalite
crystal with NEX Scratchguard coating.

Breitling Chronomat B01 42 200 m
Boasting a 42 mm case and an iconic 4-rider
bezel, this model has proven its worth in the
air, on land and under water. The Chronomat
is available in a range of black, blue, silver and
bronze dials and attached to the “Rouleaux”
bracelet. The in-house Breitling Manufacture
Caliber 01, a COSC-certified chronometer,
drives the piece.

Oris Aquis Date Calibre 400 300m
The new Aquis Date, powered by
Calibre 400, is significantly different
from the standard model. The first
clue is the “5 days” inscription that
stands out on the blue gradient
dial. The date window is also
larger and the date disc is black. A
unidirectional rotating bezel with a
scratchproof ceramic insert makes
it possible to safely time dives. The
timepiece incorporates Oris’ latest
patented innovation, the “Quick
Strap Change” system, allowing
wearers to remove a (rigid or
flexible) bracelet by lifting a flap. No
tools are needed, not even the help
of a jeweller.

OMEGA Seamaster Co-Axial Chronometer
Diver 300m
This 42 mm stainless steel model is topped
with a black ceramic bezel with a white
enamel diving scale. The dial, which is also
crafted in polished black ceramic, features a
laser-engraved wave decoration and a date
window at 6 o’clock. It is attached to a stainless
steel bracelet and powered by OMEGA Master
Chronometer Calibre 8800, which can be seen
through the sapphire crystal on the waveedged case back.
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D E C O R AT I O N

SCANDINAVIAN
COCKTAIL

Kitchen – Hygge Style © Shche_team

STRAIGHT FROM THE NORDIC COUNTRIES, SCANDINAVIAN STYLE QUICKLY
WON OVER HOMES AROUND THE WORLD. SIMPLE AND COMFORTING,
CLEAN AND FUNCTIONAL – ITS POPULARITY RESULTS FROM ITS TIMELESS
AESTHETICS AND ITS SOOTHING COMFORT. A CLOSER LOOK AT AN
INTERIOR DESIGN TREND THAT IS NOT ABOUT TO RUN OUT OF STEAM.
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Scandinavian living room © Minh Pham

P

air white with pastel colours
Nordic style makes the most of neutral shades
like white and grey or the ageless black and
white duo. However, pastels are also welcome to add
a kick to your décor and give it a touch of sweetness.
These colours can easily be made to work when used
for small touches (a pillow, a frame, a candleholder...).
To enhance luminosity, we suggest using white as the
predominant tone and spicing things up with notes
of colour here and there.

Nordic spirit

©

Mael Balland

Interior design focused on cocooning
Do you know what hygge is all about? A philosophy
of life that seeks to glorify the small moments of
relaxation at home in the heart of winter, such as an
evening by the fireplace, a rainy afternoon watching
TV series or reading a good book wrapped up in
a blanket. Rooted in the national character of the
Danish (whose country is constantly ranking as
the happiest in the world), hygge is at the centre of
Scandinavian style. Pillows, blankets, fluffy rugs…
Wellbeing reigns!

Teal wooden drawer dresser
©
Alexandra Gorn

“I can remember a few times when I have been so
happy that I have hardly known what to do with
myself. It was as if I were laughing aloud in my
very soul.” Astrid Lindgren – The Brothers
Lionheart.

Long-lasting materials and natural insulators
Drawing its inspiration from 1950s homes lost in the
middle of pine forests, Nordic style uses long-lasting
materials like wood, which is also the most effective
natural insulator. Its warm colours underline
the comforting nature of Scandinavian design.
Meanwhile, when it comes to objects, they don’t
think twice about hunting for dishes at a flea market
or using previously used materials: wooden planks
for shelves, wicker baskets with blankets peeking out
of them, retro armchairs to contrast with a rustic
sideboard.
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QUIZ

WHAT DOES

YOUR WATCH SAY ABOUT YOU?

It usually takes as much
time to feel happy as to
wind up one’s watch.
Anton Chekhov.

Monument Valley © Clay Banks

STYLE, PERSONALITY... TO A TRAINED EYE,
YOU TIMEPIECE REVEALS YOUR TASTES AND YOUR
AFFINITIES. AN EVERYDAY OBJECT, THE WATCH ON
YOUR WRIST MAY OUTLIVE YOU… SO, SOPHISTICATED,
ADVENTURER, SPORTY OR TRAVELLER?
LET’S SEE WHAT YOUR WATCH SAYS ABOUT YOU!
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You mainly answered :
You are an adventurer at heart. You love going out in
nature alone or with your family. Walking long hours
in the woods and sleeping under the stars. You know
all about flora and fauna and could survive on your
own in a hostile environment. You wear: a Garmin
smart watch with built-in hiking maps or a Seiko
Astron, the world’s first GPS solar watch.
Your motto: Life is either a daring adventure or
nothing.Helen Keller.
You mainly answered :
Official Timekeeper of the Olympic Games, Omega
is the favourite brand of athletes. You proudly sport
the precision of athletes to beat new personal records
because you know that winning or losing can come
down to a fraction of a second.
Your motto: Sports consists of delegating to the
body some of the strongest virtues of the soul. Jean
Giraudoux.
You mainly answered :
You are the epitome of elegance. Whether in how you
dress or how you live, you leave no detail to chance
and it shows on your wrist. Emblematic of a kind
of golden age of watchmaking tradition, Breitling
continues to reinvent itself in the manufacture of
models that embody a crossroads between modernity
and tradition.
Your motto: When a man puts on his watch, it is
the unmistakable stamp of impeccable taste. Willy
Breitling.
You mainly answered :
Travel, yes, but with class. A bit like Phileas Fogg, the
phlegmatic British hero in the novel by Jules Verne,
you don’t think twice about jumping on a plane for
a professional opportunity on the other side of the
world. You wear an IWC with GMT complication,
the ultimate watch for travellers and pilots, or a Sjöö
Sandström to always be on time (even with jet lag).
Your motto: Man cannot discover new oceans unless he
has the courage to lose sight of the shore. André Gide.

Airplane © Kartik Chaturvedi
Dandy © Jeremy Beadle

The film in which you could be the hero?
Apocalypse Now by Francis Ford Coppola.
Apollo 13 by Ron Howard.
Once Upon a Time in Hollywood by Quentin
Tarantino.
Casino Jack by George Hickenlooper.
Your pet?
I don’t have/don’t want a pet.
A black cat.
A thoroughbred.
A wolf dog.
Your favourite outfit?
Striped pullover, Spring Court
trainers and jeans.
Joggers, Adidas gazelle and tank top.
Backpack, shorts and Ray-Ban aviators.
Three-piece suit.

© Johnny Caspari

Old School Tennis Racquet

Your bedside book?
Around the World in Eighty Days
by Jules Verne.
The Great Gatsby by F. Scott Fitzgerald.
What I Talk About When I Talk About Running
by Haruki Murakami.
The Call of the Wild by Jack London.
Your favourite meal?
Spaghetti carbonara.
A good sandwich: lettuce, tomatoes, cheese.
Chicken tikka masala, Indian style.
Tiramisu.
Are you more about?
Family holidays: hiking, biking, kayaking and
shell collecting.
Extreme sports getaway: scuba diving
or surfing in summer. Skiing or snowboarding
in winter!
Romantic weekend in Venice.
Road trip in the USA: thousands of kilometres
across dozens of states for lasting memories.

Watch © Piotr Janus

© Sjöö Sandström
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